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NEW RESEARCH IN TREASURY RECORDS AT THE NATIONAL
Archives demonstrates that the published “last outstanding circula-
tion” data for individual national banks used in standard reference
catalogs is inaccurate and cannot be relied upon as an indicator of

rarity.  Errors in the massive process required to count and sort tens of millions
of pieces of unfit National Bank Notes each year made their way into the
Comptroller of the Currency redemption ledgers, thereby rendering the final
entries that we now use unreliable.  The reference books accurately reflect the ledgers,
but the source ledgers themselves are inaccurate.

A review of a representative sample of the Comptroller’s National
Currency and Bond Ledgers has identified widespread redemption entry errors
where certain denominations of National Bank Notes were redeemed in excess of
the numbers of notes issued to the bank.  Herein called “overredemptions,” these
errors mask the true amount of outstanding notes for the banks.  One affected
bank was The American National Bank of Apache, OK (charter #12120), listed as
having only $110 in large size nationals outstanding.  Five Series of 1902 notes
are reported in Kelly’s current census, including three $20s and two $10s totaling
$80.  Not only do the Currency and Bond Ledgers show all the $10s issued to
the bank as being redeemed, they also include the redemption of an additional 29
$10 notes beyond those were actually issued!  The outstanding amount for the
Apache bank is clearly in error.  The fact is that $10 notes from other banks were
erroneously recorded against its account.

Similarly, the ledger for The First National Bank of Versailles OH
(charter #9336), lists only $20 in Series 1902 notes as still outstanding, but there
were 34 overredeemed $10 notes from other banks on its ledger.  Obviously the
data for the $10s are erroneous, and the $20 final amount outstanding is wrong.

A review of the ledgers for other banks reveals that such errors are wide-
spread. 

Overredemption Errors

Table 1 lists 60 banks where overredemptions were obvious on the
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Currency and Bond Ledgers.  These data are representative, and included in
order to illustrate the problem.

The scope of the errors was such that any bank with circulation between
at least 1914 and 1935 would have been susceptible to misstatement of outstand-
ing amounts.  Conversely, because the ledgers for these 60 banks contained
errant notes from other banks, the ledgers for those unidentified banks are also in
error.  The conclusion from these findings is that the “out at close” and “large
out at close” data reported in the current catalogs as an indicator of rarity are
unreliable.  This confirms suspicions held by astute collectors and dealers that
something was amiss with these data based on the numbers of notes they had
observed in the marketplace.   

Occasionally the clerks in the Comptroller’s Bookkeeping Division
made adjustments for egregious cases of overredemptions that they noticed.  For
example, in 1935, a clerk noticed that the total large size redemptions exceeded
the total large notes issued to The Holland National Bank, Holland IN (charter
#9090), by $20.  As shown on Table 1, the clerk reduced the large size redemp-
tions by an arbitrary $600, and increased the small size redemptions to balance
the books.  That $600 adjustment, minus the $20 overredemption, created the
$580 large out amount listed in our catalogs today.  But even after the adjust-
ment, large size twenties remained overredeemed by $60.

The First National Bank of Buena Vista, VA (charter #9890) is another
adjustment case.  In July 1933, clerks noticed that the large size tens had become
overredeemed by $540.  To correct the ledger, they made the redemptions equal
the issues for the ten dollar notes, and increased small size ten dollar redemptions
by $540 to balance the books.  Subsequent to that adjustment, $70 in additional
large size tens were received for redemption between July 1933 and July 1935, so
the final balance for tens was again overredeemed.  Sufficient Buena Vista large
size $20 notes were still outstanding to offset the overredemptions, so the final
large out amount in the reference books is $100, an amount now proven incor-
rect.          

Table 1 indicates that overredemption errors could be large.  The
ledgers for The White Hall National Bank, IL (charter #7077), and The Farmers
and Merchants National Bank of Kaufman, TX (charter #10757), each exhibit
overredemptions in excess of $1,400.  

My research into the Treasury redemption records began as an effort
with Peter Huntoon to explain why the current census for The First National
Bank of Gardiner, OR (charter #10676), lists 11 large size notes, whereas the
Currency and Bond Ledger indicates that all the large notes from the bank were
redeemed.  Similar all-redeemed situations are found with The Orbisonia
National Bank, PA (charter #10335); First National Bank of Kingsville, TX
(charter #12968); and Kezar Falls National Bank, ME (charter #9826).  Large
size notes are reported from all.  Obviously all involve erroneous redemption of
notes from other banks.  In the course of investigating these situations, it became
apparent the problem was systemic, and was occurring for at least the last 21
years of the National Bank Note era.

There were two fundamental factors that contributed to the overre-
demptions:  (1) there was tremendous growth in the circulation of National Bank
Notes between 1901 and 1915, which more than tripled the nationals in circula-
tion; and (2) changes were made to streamline the redemption and bookkeeping
process to keep up with that growth.

Background on the Redemption Process

It is important to explain the process that the Treasury used to redeem
National Bank Notes in order to understand how overredemptions occurred.
The Comptroller of the Currency is most often cited as the government office
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TABLE 1:      BANKS SHOWING LARGE SIZE OVERREDEMPTIONS BY DENOMINATION

Large Large
Out Notes in

State Charter Bank in 1935 Census Overredemption Condition 
OR 10676 FNB Gardiner $0 11 $1,660 in tens overredeemed.
ME 9826 Kezar Falls NB $0 1 $340 in tens overredeemed.
TX 12968 FNB Kingsville $0 6
PA 10335 Orbisonia NB $0 3
MD 4191 Pocomoke City NB $10 1 $620 in twenties overredeemed.
OK 9963 FNB El Dorado $20 0 $60 in tens overredeemed.
OH 9336 FNB Versailles $20 0 $340 in tens overredeemed.
NY 8794 FNB Islip $30 1 $80 in twenties overredeemed, 
WV 12483 Citizens NB of Elkins $40 4 $130 in fives overredeemed.
NY 10109 FNB Central Square $40 1 $160 in tens overredeemed.
IL 12000 FNB Coulterville $60 15 5th Ed has $105 out. Ledger has $60 out. 

Both $5 & $10 notes overredeemed.
MI 12084 FNB Lawton $60 6 Fives overredeemed, four $5 in census.
ND 8265 FNB Binford $90 2 $420 in twenties overredeemed.
VA 9890 FNB Buena Vista $100 1 $610 in tens overredeemed.  In 1933, clerks 

moved $540 in large redemptions to small size
so large tens redeemed would equal issued.
An additional $70 in large tens were later 
redeemed. 

OK 12120 Am NB Apache $110 5 $290 in tens overredeemed.
CO 7637 FNB Fowler $140 2 $100 in tens overredeemed.
TX 7306 FNB of Shamrock $150 0 One $100 note overredeemed.
OK 9944 FNB Hydro $170 1 $10 in tens overredeemed.
NY 12018 FNB Lisbon $210 2 $30 in tens overredeemed.
MD 6144 FNB Mount Savage $220 12 $420 in tens overredeemed.
TX 11163 FNB Lamesa $230 1 $160 in tens overredeemed
ME 9609 NB of Gardiner $245 2 $210 in tens overredeemed.
LA 11795 FNB Ruston $250 2 $250 in tens overredeemed.
NY 10569 Edwards NB $250 11 $120 in tens overredeemed.
PA 11849 FNB Sipesville $250 1 $20 in twenties overredeemed.
OK 8336 FNB Rush Springs $260 1 $40 in twenties overredeemed.
NY 9990 Central Valley NB $260 5 $220 in twenties overredeemed.
NY 9990 Central Valley NB $260 5 $220 in twenties overredeemed.
TX 8249 Citizens NB Higgins $275 2 $105 in tens overredeemed. (1 $10 half-note 

was redeemed, thus $105 out).
NJ 8582 FNB Mays Landing $290 2 $10 in tens overredeemed.
TX 9126 FNB Lockney $310 1 $290 in tens overredeemed, clerk adj in 1935
TN 7225 FNB of LaFollette $340 1 $40 in tens overredeemed.
MD 7064 FNB North East $390 1 $40 in twenties overredeemed.
NJ 10248 Ventnor City NB $480 3 $140 in twenties overredeemed.
VA 7093 Alexandria NB $530 11 $850 in tens overredeemed.
IN 9090 Holland NB $580 3 Total large redeemed exceeded issued by $20.

In Aug 1935, closeout clerk adjusted the large
redemption totals downward by $600 and 
increased small size redemptions to balance. 
Large twenties remained overredeemed by $60.
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responsible for national banking operations, but the actual process for the
redemption of National Bank Notes involved numerous offices in several
Treasury Department bureaus. 

The currency issue and redemption process was fairly static by 1910.
The Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) printed the sheets of new national
bank currency and delivered the sheets to the Comptroller of the Currency’s
Issue Division.  The Issue Division managed the vault for the currency received
from the BEP, and prepared the packages of new currency to be sent by regis-
tered mail to the banks.  

Worn currency sent in by banks was received by the Treasurer of the
United States.  Notes other than nationals were handled by the Treasurer’s
Division of Redemption.  In contrast, worn National Bank Notes, and later
Federal Reserve Bank Notes and Federal Reserve Notes, were handled by the
National Bank Redemption Agency, a separate division within the Office of the
Treasurer. 

The duties of the National Bank Redemption Agency were to “receive
all National Bank Notes presented for redemption, and to redeem the same; to
assort them by banks of issue, to forward the notes fit for circulation to the banks
that issued them, and to deliver the notes unfit for circulation to the Comptroller

MA 11388 Peoples Southbridge $660 9 $215 in fives overredeemed.
NY 11059 FNB Woodridge $660 5 $200 in tens overredeemed.
MN 6803 FNB Aitkin $715 7 $280 in tens overredeemed.
OK 10332 Farmers NB Cushing $720 3 $70 in tens overredeemed.
TX 10757 F&M NB Kaufman $820 6 $1,480 in tens overredeemed.
WV 8345 Fayetteville County $855 6 $225 in fives overredeemed.
VA 11554 FNB Yorktown $900 7 Bank issued only 1902PB $5. Total Large 

overredeemed by $10. In March 35, clerk
adjusted large redemptions to show $900 out,
increased small size redemptions to balance. 

TX 5897 Graham NB $1,040 6 $730 in tens overredeemed.
IN 9159 FNB Winslow $1,120 5 $390 in tens overredeemed.
IL 8347 FNB Bridgeport $1,140 3 $80 in fives overredeemed. 
PA 7363 Parnassus NB $1,140 2 $160 in tens overredeemed.
NJ 8627 FNB& TC Kearny $1,170 13 $100 in tens overredeemed.
NJ 6960 Bernardsville NB $1,390 22 $60 in twenties overredeemed.
NJ 11620 FNB Roebling $1,440 9 One $20 note overredeemed.
NJ 4182 Central NB Freehold $1,525 2 Ledger shows twenties overredeemed.
NY 5648 FNB Caledonia $1,530 11 $680 in tens overredeemed.
PA 7349 New Cumberland NB $1,640 11 $80 in tens overredeemed.
MD 8381 Second NB Towson $1,810 6 $135 in fives overredeemed.
CO 9907 FNB Englewood $1,830 8 $200 in tens overredeemed.
NY 8920 Citizens NB Oneonta $1,940 16 $520 in twenties overredeemed.
IL 7077 White Hall NB $2,230 15 $1,430 in tens overredeemed.
MN 7080 Peoples Long Prairie $2,250 7 One $10 large note overredeemed
PA 5727 Gold Std Marienville $2,390 11 One $50 note overredeemed.
TX 8771 FNB Pecos $2,635 15 $660 in tens overredeemed.
PA 7139 Emaus NB $3,230 11 Both $5 & $10 notes overredeemed.

Clerk adjusted balance to small size.

Sources:  Comptroller of the Currency, National Currency and Bond Ledgers, 1863-1935;
Census Data from Don C. Kelly and James M. Kelly, CD Supp to 5th Ed, Version.3.0, 2007 
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of the Currency for destruction and replacement with
new notes.”  The Redemption Agency also managed the
5% redemption fund for national banks which contained
a revolving fund provided by each bank for the redemp-
tion of its notes.

The Comptroller’s Redemption Division, sepa-
rate from that of the Treasurer’s National Bank
Redemption Agency, was charged with “the receipt and
destruction of worn-out and mutilated notes; also with
the safe-keeping, in a vault for the purpose, of notes sent
to the office for destruction until they  have accumulated
in convenient amount.”   Upon destruction of worn
notes, the Redemption Division sent a certificate of that
fact to the Issue Division, through which the worn notes
were “replaced by new notes, put up from the stock on
hand and transmitted to the proper bank.”  The
Redemption Division performed its own counts and pre-
pared Destruction Certificates for each bank for unfit
notes destroyed.  The notes were destroyed in the pres-
ence of individuals representing the Secretary of the
Treasury, Comptroller of the Currency, Office of the
Treasurer, and the national banks. 

The several offices all maintained a variety of
ledgers and books to account for their activities.  After
1911, the Comptroller’s Bookkeeping Division main-
tained central ledgers to show all notes received, on
hand, issued, and redeemed.  The Bookkeeping Division
also periodically recorded totals for notes issued,
redeemed, and outstanding.  Other Comptroller divi-
sions handled the bonds backing the notes in circulation,
the organization of new national banks, and managed the
affairs of insolvent banks.  The Public Debt Service
maintained control accounts for U.S. securities, the dis-
tinctive paper used for securities and currency, and per-

formed aggregate accounting for U.S. liabilities, including outstanding and
redeemed currency.   

This information reveals that the redemption process was a complex,
multi-step task involving a number of Treasury offices with different roles and
responsibilities.  The involvement of so many offices was an intentional division of
responsibility, with commensurate checks and balances to safeguard the hundreds
of millions of dollars in currency being handled.

The Growth in National Bank Note 
Circulation and Redemption

A major factor contributing to redemption problems was the huge growth
in the national banking system after 1900.  The Act of March 14, 1900, known as
the Gold Standard Act, permitted rural banks to be chartered with as little as
$25,000 in capital.  The number of national banks began to increase significantly.
Don Kelly notes that in “the five years before the act only 257 national banks
were organized.  During the five years following the act, 2,300 banks were orga-
nized.”  The circulation of National Bank Notes expanded as these new banks
opened; but, more importantly, the bookkeeping needed to track their issues
expanded disproportionately to their actual contribution to the money supply
owing simply to their large numbers.  

TABLE 2:    NATIONAL BANK NOTES 
IN CIRCULATION AND REDEEMED

Year Circulation Amount Redemption Amount
1875 $354,238,291 $155,520,880
1880 $339,530,923 $61,585,676
1885 $327,022,283 $150,209,129
1890 $196,248,499 $70,256,947
1895 $207,860,409 $86,709,133
1900 $260,293,746 $96,982,608
1905 $468,285,475 $308,298,760
1910 $707,919,327 $502,498,994
1915 $943,887,520 $782,633,567
1920 $722,934,617 $425,741,623
1921 $729,728,404 $517,041,511
1922 $748,385,215 $624,341,433
1925 $763,321,196 $554,778,135
1930 $696,598,982 $730,636,001
1935 $769,095,645 $516,863,896

Notes: 
(1) Source: Annual Report of the Secretary of the

Treasury for 1931, Table 37; 1935 data from
Comptroller of the Currency Annual Report for FY
1935, p. 53 and Table 28.

(2) the 1930 Redemption Amount is high due to the
mass redemption and replacement of large size
national bank notes.

(3) Chart includes years 1921 and 1922 in order to
illustrate large redemption volumes.
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Passage of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act in 1908 ratcheted up the pressure
on the bookkeepers immensely.  Also known as The Emergency Currency Act,
this legislation was designed to introduce elasticity into the National Bank Note
supply during periods of monetary stringency.

The outbreak of World War I triggered the emergency currency issues
backed by “other securities,” and new National Bank Notes flooded into the
economy.   At the peak, $1.1 billion were outstanding by the end of October,
1914.  Thereafter, the total circulation of National Bank Notes hovered between
$700 and $800 million annually until 1932, when it again began to rise toward $1
billion.

Table 2 illustrates the growth in circulation and redemption of nationals
from 1875 to the close of the national era in 1935.  The reality was that National
Bank Note circulation more than tripled from 1900 to 1914, impacting every
facet of Treasury operations, and then it got much worse.

Treasury Offices Expand to Meet the Circulation Demands

The Treasury response to the growing national currency workload can
best be measured by tracking the growth of the National Bank Redemption
Agency and the Comptroller of the Currency’s office.  See the employment data
on Table 3.

National Bank Note redemptions in 1895 totaled $86,709,133.  At that
time, the National Bank Redemption Agency had a staff of 48, and the
Comptroller had a total staff of 90, including 13 employees in the Redemption
Division.  By 1903, the volume of redemptions had more than doubled.  Staff was
being detailed from the BEP to help the Treasurer’s office meet the growing
workload.  The Redemption Agency volume hit a high of $24 million per month,
and individual notes counted were up 16 percent from the prior year, requiring a
detail of 18 staff from the BEP.  Comptroller William Ridgely’s report to
Congress noted that the receiving, assorting, counting, and redemption work of
his own Redemption Division had increased 45% in three years.     

In the ten years from 1895 to 1905, the volume of redemptions tripled,
and the National Bank Redemption Agency had a permanent staff of 94, plus 19
detailees, and the Comptroller’s staff was approaching 110.  Treasurer Charles E.
Treat reported to Congress in 1905 that the work of the Redemption Agency was
in arrears, over $2.3 million in five-dollar National Bank Notes were unsorted,
and BEP staff was detailed to assist with the backlog.  The budget requests from
the Comptroller and the Treasurer over the next five years echoed a familiar
refrain:  work volumes were straining the offices, and more note counters were
needed.  In 1910, the Treasurer, now Lee McClung, reported the unsorted
nationals on hand exceeded $10 million, again mostly $5 notes.   
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The Comptroller’s Currency and
Bond ledgers indicate all the large
notes from The First National Bank
of Gardiner, Oregon (charter
#10676) were redeemed and
destroyed.  A dozen known notes
indicate something was amiss with
the redemption records.  (Photo
courtesy of Heritage/CAA)
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National bank notes in circulation increased 55% between 1905 and
1911.  Redemption volume was up 79% during the same period.  Staffing at the
National Bank Redemption Agency had more than doubled since 1905, increasing
to 219 positions in 1911.  In January 1911, $64.8 million in national currency
were redeemed.  Over 80 new currency counters were hired in 1910 and 1911, but
work was still in arrears as reported to Congress.  McClung’s 1911 report noted
the unsorted nationals now exceeded $14 million.  

The workload per person was immense.  In 1911, over 57 million
National Bank Notes were redeemed by the National Bank Redemption Agency,
up from 52.7 million notes in 1910.  These were processed by 158 “expert coun-
ters.”  However, because the notes were not handled just once (they went through
what equated to at least four separate counts in the Redemption Agency alone) the
actual workload was roughly equivalent to handling over 250 million notes a year.
The staff counting the notes included senior “expert counters,” earning $1,000
per year, and junior counters earning $700 or $800 per year, depending on

whether they were a “first, second, or
third” assorters.

The volume increases
impacted not only the National Bank
Redemption Agency, it also impacted
the Comptroller of the Currency.  By
1911 the Comptroller’s staff had
increased to 124 positions, up from
110 in 1905.  If there is any doubt
about the post-1900 workload impact
on the Treasury offices, simply look at
the redemption column in Table 2,
and compare the years from 1900 to
1915.

The 1910-1911
Accountability and 
Efficiency Changes

Faced with enormous increas-
es in the number of National Bank
Notes being handled, Comptroller of
the Currency Lawrence O. Murray
undertook several steps in 1910 and
1911 to reorganize his bureau.  His
objective was to improve accountabili-
ty for the unissued currency sheets,
and also to improve efficiency.   

In September 1910, several
major changes were made to the prac-
tices of the Issue Division.  The layout
of the currency vault was rearranged
to group the sheets by geographic
divisions rather than charter number
order.  They eliminated four counts
and examinations of new currency
sheets received from the BEP, and
discontinued the ledgers in which
Treasury sheet numbers were record-
ed in favor of loose sheets which were
to be bound subsequently.   
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TABLE 3:       NATIONAL BANK REDEMPTION AGENCY
AND COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY STAFFING
FOR SELECTED YEARS

National Bank Comptroller Comptroller
Redemption of the Currency of the Currency
Agency Redemption Div. All Other Divs

Year Staffing Staffing Staffing 
1890 56 14 87
1895 48 13 77
1900 59 13 78
1905 106 13 97
1910 165 28 96
1915 215 43 107
1921 480 43 147
1924 338 82 149
1925 314 57 147
1928 207 35 133
1930 196 44 152
1935 197 34 133
1937 60 20 108

Notes:
(1) Source: Estimates of Appropriations, Treasury Department for the

years 1890 to 1922; the President’s Budget for years 1923 to 1937. 
(2) Staff numbers are requested amounts.  Positions enacted or filled

could vary slightly.
(3) in 1905, NBRA number includes 12 BEP detailees
(4) in 1930, the number for the Comptroller's Redemption Division

includes 10 temporary staff to assist with high redemption volume due
to changeover to Series 1929 small size notes.

(5) 1930 Comptroller All Other includes 21 temps due to Series 1929
changeover

(6) in 1937 the above offices were still handling Federal Reserve notes
and Federal Reserve bank notes.
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In 1911 Murray engaged the accounting firm of Arthur Young &
Company to examine the bookkeeping processes used in the accounting for
National Bank Notes and to make recommendations for improvements.  Based on
the firm’s report, Murray made several changes to the organization of the
Comptroller’s office, and to the methods used to process and record the issue and
redemption of National Bank Notes.  

Murray created a new Bookkeeping Division to maintain comprehensive,
centralized ledgers of the note-related transactions.  He eliminated the keeping of
decentralized and duplicate ledgers across the other divisions, particularly ledgers
maintained by the Issue Division.  The centralized ledger sheets consolidated the
records of bond transactions, new currency received from the BEP, the issue
records from the Issue Division, and the notes redeemed by the Redemption
Division.

It was at this time that the tracking of redeemed notes against closed
banks was discontinued, explaining the familiar entries in the Kelly and Hickman-
Oakes references that say “Out in 1910.”   Because banks had deposited lawful
money to cover their redemptions, the liability for the notes remaining in circula-
tion was now that of the Treasury, so there was no need for the tedious redemp-
tion bookkeeping for closed banks. Similar changes followed in 1915 for banks in
liquidation.

For security and accountability purposes, the Bookkeeping Division han-
dled no actual currency at all, either new notes or redemptions.  It maintained the
Currency and Bond Ledgers, which are the source of the note issue and outstand-
ing information used in the Van Belkum, Hickman-Oakes, and Kelly references,
entirely through the receipt of sort and count “schedules” prepared by the other
divisions. 

Between July and October 1911, several duplicate record books main-
tained by the Redemption Division were discontinued, and most importantly, new
pre-printed forms by “sort group,” with the banks arranged alphabetically within
the group, were developed to replace old hand written pen and ink forms.  While
somewhat subtle, it warrants close notice that the sort forms were arranged alpha-
betically, and charter number was only one of several elements necessary to com-
pleting the assortment process.  Once separated by charter, the notes had to be
further assorted into one of more than a hundred “sort groups.”  The sort groups
arranged banks by their status (open vs. closed/liquidating), then alphabetically by
town and bank title, within a rough geographical area.  Simply sorting notes by
the correct charter number alone was not sufficient to guarantee accurate redemp-
tion against the correct bank in such an elaborate sorting process. The same sort
groups were used by the Issue Division, where new notes were delivered to 2,500
to 3,000 banks at a time on a rotational basis by sort groups.
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The $40 Large Outstanding amount
shown in the reference books for
Citizens National Bank of Elkins
(charter #12483) is an error.  Five
dollar notes totaling $130 from other
banks were recorded against the
Elkins ledger.  Nonetheless, notes
from this West Virginia charter
remain very scarce.  (Photo courtesy
of Jason Cobb)
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The 1913-1914 Changes 

The Federal Reserve Act, passed in December 1913, created the now-
familiar twelve Federal Reserve districts, and overhauled the banking laws to pre-
vent a repeat of the banking problems exposed by the Panic of 1907.  The
Comptroller’s office added a Federal Reserve Issue and Redemption Division,
and the National Bank Redemption Agency was assigned the work of redeeming
the two new types of notes in order to accommodate the new Federal Reserve
Notes and Federal Reserve Bank Notes.  This added hugely to the workload of
the agency.

The twelve Federal Reserve banks gradually took on responsibilities for
currency redemption, including the cancellation and remittance of National Bank
Notes for redemption prior to sending the notes to the National Bank
Redemption Agency.  By 1920, the work at the Federal Reserve banks would
become significant to the overredemption story.

At some point in 1914, and completely unrelated to the Arthur Young
recommendations, the Bookkeeping Division in the Comptroller’s office discon-
tinued, as unnecessary, certain record keeping checks that served to highlight
when the redemptions for a bank exceeded the notes issued by it.  As a result,
from 1914 onward, it became less likely that a hurried clerk would notice when
redeemed notes were being recorded against the wrong bank in the Currency and
Bond Ledgers. 

The 1920-1921 Redemption Problems 

From the end of World War I to 1920, several concurrent trends put
tremendous stress on the national banking system and the Treasury offices.  By
1920-1921, there were $720 million in National Bank Notes in circulation, and
Treasury offices were handling between $300 and $500 million in redemptions.
Exacerbating that problem was the enormous work associated with handling of
the Federal Reserve Bank Notes and Federal Reserve Notes, another $450 mil-
lion per year.  Staffing in the National Bank Redemption Agency had more than
doubled since 1915, and staffing in the Comptroller’s office increased by forty
new hires (see Table 3).  Still, Treasurer John Burke expressed his view that the
Redemption Agency was “utterly unable to cope unless it is provided with a suffi-
cient increase in force. . .” 

From 1915 to 1920, counting and sorting backlogs existed in either the
National Bank Redemption Agency or the Comptroller’s offices, sometimes both.
For the period July 1 to July 14, 1920, daily receipts for redemption in the
National Bank Redemption Agency averaged $3.2 million dollars a day, with
redemption sorting exceeding over $4 million per day on some days.  Corrective

The ledgers for the First National
Bank of Mt. Savage, Maryland, indi-
cate all the large size tens were
redeemed.  In fact, redemptions of
tens exceeded tens issued by 42
notes, a classic overredemption con-
dition.  Fortunately, the ledgers are
in error and this superb 1902 Red
Seal note survived.  (Photo courtesy
of Fred Maples)
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action efforts to reduce the backlogs in the National Bank Redemption Agency
only served to create backlogs in the Comptroller’s Issue and Bookkeeping divi-
sions.  All of these backlogs were negatively impacting the banks.   

By 1920 the officers of the national banks were sending repeated com-
plaints to the Treasury about delays in receiving replacement notes for their
redeemed unfit notes for which their 5% redemption fund had been charged.
The National Bank Redemption Agency was complaining that banks were slow in
reimbursing the 5% fund, and that banks were waiting until replacement notes
arrived from the Comptroller’s Issue Division before repaying the fund.  The
banks felt they were not at fault, as their cash flows suffered due to the slow
issuance of replacement notes from the Comptroller.  Within the government,
National Bank Redemption Agency and Public Debt Service officials complained
in numerous documents that slow remittances to the 5% fund meant the govern-
ment was, in effect, advancing money to the national banks.  

On June 22, 1920, the National Bank Redemption Agency wrote the
Comptroller noting that there were “complaints on the part of some of the
national banks concerning delay in the issue of new currency in replacement of
unfit notes redeemed and delivered to your office for destruction.”  The Agency
suggested “If something could be done to expedite the destruction and reissue of
such currency, it would not only relieve the banks, but would improve the general
situation, so far as the Treasury’s cash position is concerned, as it is difficult to
enforce the requirement of law as to prompt reimbursement of the redemption
fund in cases where there is delay in supplying the banks with new notes.”  The
Comptroller, in turn, wrote the Secretary of the Treasury on June 26, 1920, citing
the heavy workloads contributing to the backlogs. 

Despite sympathy within the Redemption Agency toward the banks,
Treasurer Frank White, vigilant in regard to both the law and government cash
flow, sent a September 1, 1921, directive to all national banks calling their atten-
tion to the requirement for prompt reimbursement of the 5% fund “forthwith.”
White’s directive included the comment that “some banks, apparently under a
misapprehension, withhold their remittances to reimburse the redemption fund
until they receive the new notes from the Comptroller of the Currency to replace
the notes redeemed and some even go as far as to withhold their remittances until
the new notes are actually put into circulation.” 

The woes within the Treasury offices were compounded by the fact that a
significant percentage of the National Bank Notes coming in for redemption were
actually fit notes that should have been returned to the banks for continued use in
circulation.  For decades, the National Bank Redemption Agency segregated fit
from unfit notes being redeemed, and ensured that fit notes were promptly sent
back to the issuing banks via registered mail.  Nine U.S. subtreasury offices
around the country assisted in this process by weeding out obviously fit notes
from the redemption packages submitted to the Redemption Agency.  However,
in 1920, Treasury decided to discontinue the subtreasury offices.

The abolishment of the subtreasury process was made because those
functions were now being performed by the twelve Federal Reserve banks and
their branches.  By 1921, 90 percent of the redeemed nationals coming into the
Redemption Agency were coming from the Federal Reserve banks.  The national
banks themselves submitted the other 10 percent.  Unfortunately, some Federal
Reserve banks were alleged to have a general reluctance to sort National Bank
Notes, and were making little effort to recirculate fit nationals.  On top of that,
the Federal Reserve banks were alleged to be using a higher standard for judging
“fit” currency than did the National Bank Redemption Agency or the subtreasury
banks, and thus the Federal Reserve banks were sending in perfectly usable notes
for destruction.

The National Banks were noticing the situation and complaining.  In
February 1922, The Peoples National Bank of Lynchburg, Virginia, wrote
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Comptroller of the Currency D. R. Crissinger, saying “Dear Sir:  We notice it has
been a long time since we have received any returns to us of currency fit for use.
At the same time we notice that our circulation is being redeemed very rapidly,
and new notes forwarded to us in considerable amounts.  It occurs to us that the
cost of redemption would be considerably less, both to the department and to our-
selves, if notes fit for use were forwarded to us as has been the custom heretofore.”
Other bankers sent similar letters. 

Major 1921 Process Changes

Treasury Assistant Secretary Gilbert, in a memo of July 14, 1920, said he
had been “thinking a good deal of the work of the National Bank Redemption
Agency.  It seems to me that a real effort should be made at once to make a fur-
ther improvement in the work of the Agency.”  Beset with complaints from all
parties involved, Gilbert wanted action. Some improvements in sorting were made
in late summer 1920, but the changes were not enough.  In a January 24, 1921,
memo to Robert G. Hand, Commissioner of Accounts and Deposits, Gilbert
lamented the large amounts owed the 5% fund and failure of the National Bank
Redemption Agency and the Comptroller of the Currency offices to clear up their
delays.  Gilbert said “The Treasury cannot afford to continue to carry the
National Bank Notes unnecessarily.  I think that it will be necessary to take the
question up actively with the Comptroller of the Currency.”

By early 1921, George Barnes, Superintendent of the National Bank
Redemption Agency, was developing a sweeping redesign of the redemption sort-
ing process.  A Washington Evening Star newspaper report on June 15, 1921, said
the new process “will replace a system which has been in effect since the establish-
ment of the agency in 1875.”  The longstanding routine required sorting the
notes into nine groups comprised of the five largest city groups based on financial
volume plus four geographic areas (East, West, Middle, and South).  The notes
were then sorted into over a hundred sort groups, loosely by sub-region and by
bank status (open vs. closed/liquidating).  Within these groupings, the notes were
sorted alphabetically by town and then bank name.  

This process required specialized teams of counters for each sort group,
since the pace required that the counters be familiar with the town and bank
names.  An unfortunate downside to this process was that counters were not easily
reassigned within the office to assist when one team was backlogged since a
counter needed to be intimately familiar with the banks in the group being sorted.
The plan developed by Barnes made charter number the main sorting element so
the counters did not have to memorize the regions or towns.  The plan was
approved and went into effect July 1, 1921.  Note that this sorting change also
precipitated the March 1924 discontinuance of the use of geographic letters on
National Bank Notes.

By fall, the Redemption Agency had cut more than a day off its sorting
process, and also committed to delivering its redeemed currency schedules to the
Issue Division between 11 a.m. and noon each day instead of late each afternoon,
permitting the Issue Division to cut a day off its replacement note delivery times.
Even after that change, the issue process was still such that “new notes to replace
mutilated notes delivered by the Bank Redemption Agency on Monday are not
delivered to the Post Office for shipment until Friday morning.”  

The Issue Division noted a major delay was caused in the process of
recording new sheet issuances with the Bookkeeping Division because the two
divisions were located so far apart in the Treasury building.  The Issue Division
was on the 2nd floor in the northwest corner of the building, while Bookkeeping
was on the 3rd floor, northeast corner, virtually a city block distant given the size
the Treasury building.  The remedy was to suggest the bookkeepers be moved
adjacent to the Issue Division, cutting up to two days from the process.  The
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Treasurer’s 1921 annual report noted “Under new methods adopted during the
last fiscal year the agency is able to expedite the counting and assorting of remit-
tances of notes received for redemption so that considerable labor is saved and
the time between receipt of notes and their final disposition is materially
reduced.” 

Concurrent with speeding up note deliveries, the Treasury made a major
change in late 1921 in order to strengthen the protection against the possible
theft of worn currency during the redemption process.   In December 1920,
$7,400 was taken from a sorting room in the National Bank Redemption agency.
In another incident, two $100 nationals from The First National Bank of
Georgetown, TX (charter #4294) were presented for redemption with their lower
corners cut off, an indication the notes had previously been redeemed by the
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National Bank Redemption Agency.  In February 1921, Assistant Secretary
Gilbert was notified that $1,625 had been received in notes with the lower corners
removed, including $250 in tens and twenties from The First National Bank of
Gaithersburg MD (charter #3661), and $140 in notes from The Merchants
National Bank of Burlington VT (charter #1197).  By the end of calendar year
1921, a total of $2,518 in stolen notes had been re-circulated and received for
redemption.

While these amounts do not seem large in current dollars, or large com-
pared to having $700 million in nationals in circulation, it is important to keep in
mind the annual salary of an expert counter was a $1,000 a year at this time.  A
theft of $2,500 or so was major money, and if the process was lax enough to lose
$2,500, it could easily be prey to larger losses.    

Treasury wanted the redemption thefts stopped, and took the major step
of requiring all National Bank Notes to be cut in half after sorting by the National
Bank Redemption Agency, prior to sending the notes to the Comptroller’s
Redemption Division.   The change had been internally under consideration since
1920, but had created a fair amount of internal debate between the various offices.
As a result, the new procedure was not finalized and approved by the Secretary of
the Treasury, the Federal Reserve Board, and the Comptroller of the Currency
until November 15, 1921.   Effective immediately, the National Bank Redemption
Agency was to ensure all National Bank Notes were punch/drill cancelled before
sorting (the Federal Reserve banks were already punch cancelling the nationals
they sent in), then sorted, and then cut in half vertically before delivery to the
Comptroller’s Redemption Division.  While this change certainly rendered the
notes nearly useless for purposes of someone stealing them, the cancellations and
cutting the notes in half caused more work, and would soon loom large in terms of
the accuracy of the note redemption process.  

The Auditing Reports by Walter O. Woods

Walter Woods is a name familiar to most paper money collectors because
his signature appears on U.S. currency, first as Register of the Treasury, and later
as Treasurer of the U.S.   Prior to those high offices, Woods was a war loan audi-
tor in the Register’s office.   His work must have stood out because in 1924 he was
asked by the Comptroller of the Currency to perform a review of the bureau’s
bookkeeping process and recommend improvements.

In a June 26, 1924, report, Woods made a variety of comments and rec-
ommendations, and commented favorably on the 1911 accounting improvements
made as a result of the Arthur Young work.  He also commented on the post-1911
discontinuance of a practice that tracked notes redeemed versus notes issued.  He
carefully noted the discontinuance was unrelated to the Arthur Young recommen-
dations, and stated “While that record was kept the redemptions for any particular
bank could not possibly exceed the issues without the fact causing an overdraft
and causing an immediate investigation to ascertain the cause of the manifest
error.”  He noted the record keeping had been a great task and expense, and thus
“Some ten years ago that record was discontinued in the interest of economy in
clerical expense.”  As a result, “As the records now stand an overissue of some
bank’s currency might exist and the fact would not be ascertained unless it [the
overissue] was so great that it would exceed the whole outstanding issue.”   He
concluded the old process was better suited to identifying when redemptions
exceeded issues and when “unauthorized notes had been redeemed.”

In 1926, the Comptroller asked Woods, now a special staff assistant in
the Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, to review the practices of the Issue
and Redemption divisions.  His May 6, 1926, review focused on whether the Issue
Division’s vault controls over unissued currency sheets were adequate, and
whether the counting and sorting process in the Redemption Division was sound.
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Commenting on the redemptions, he noted the verification of redeemed currency
was “an extremely monotonous daily task and the temptation to slight the work is,
therefore, always present with the money counter.”  He again noted bookkeeping
problems were possible because there was no longer a demonstration that
redemptions for a bank “were no greater than the issues.”  

The Overredemption Conclusion

The Currency and Bond Ledgers, if examined closely, reveal widespread
overredemptions.  Treasury documents serve to demonstrate how, over time, the
sheer volume of notes being redeemed and changing redemption process adopted
between 1910 and 1921 had unintended consequences.  A February 16, 1921, let-
ter from Secretary of the Treasury D. F. Houston noted that the Comptroller’s
office caught 42,805 errors in National Bank Redemption Agency assortments
during calendar year 1920.  While that number sounds large, the Redemption
Agency handled 163 million notes that period.  Over 99.99 percent of them were
assorted correctly.  Still, if the Redemption Division counters missed just one mis-
take every 15,000 nationals, such an error rate would be enough to distort the
outstanding totals by bank shown in the ledgers, and be more than enough to
account for the errors shown in Table 1.

Walter Woods commented repeatedly on the 1914 discontinuance of the
key ledger controls to identify when redemptions for a bank exceeded notes issued
to it.  While the 1921 changes to safeguard notes in the process of redemption
from theft, such as punch cancelling each note four times and then cutting them
in half, were laudable, they also made it more difficult to determine the identity of
worn notes, particularly if the punch cancels obliterated the charter numbers.
E.E. Schreiner, the Redemption Division chief, wrote the Comptroller on April
18, 1922, regarding handling half notes, indicating “you are informed that much
additional labor for the Redemption Division has been one result of the change.”
Schreiner also stated that the cut notes “are not readily identifiable except by

A Bookkeeping Division clerk caught
and corrected this January 10, 1934,
error where redeemed Series of 1929
notes from The Dale National Bank
were recorded against the ledger for
The First National Bank of Kingsville
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charter numbers which are almost wholly
depended on for identification and when such
numbers have been partly removed by means of
the holes punched” proper identification of the
notes was retarded. 

William S. Broughton, Commissioner of
the Public Debt, had strong opinions on the cur-
rency redemption process.  While his comments
were not confined specifically to nationals, in a
January 2, 1924, draft memorandum to
Undersecretary of the Treasury Garrard S.
Winston, Broughton bluntly commented “The
examination of redeemed currency is probably
the most uninteresting work in the Treasury.  In
determining the salary to be accorded the coun-
ters one positive factor is important: the number
of notes counted, and one negative factor is
important the number of errors made in the
examination.”  “And in addition, due to the fact
that such a small percentage of notes are recount-
ed, there are a great many errors going through
which to such extent invalidate the statistics
regarding currency outstanding.”  He advocated
an additional count of currency to ensure
redemptions were accurate.   Perhaps he consid-
ered the comments a bit too direct, as the memo
was ultimately marked “not sent.”           

On September 28, 1928, Woods submit-
ted another report on the currency redemption
and destruction process, including commenting
upon a proposal to have the Federal Reserve
banks destroy unfit notes.  Woods concluded that
such a change would be costly, and particularly
problematic if Federal Reserve banks were
expected to destroy worn National Bank Notes.
Addressing the current redemption of nationals
specifically, he noted he did not see the value of
having bank agents witness the destruction of the

Left:  This page from the ledger for the Citizens National
Bank of Elkins, WV, shows an overredemption condition.
The balances for September 1, 1934, show the $20,430 in
redeemed large size five dollar notes exceeded the
$20,300 in fives issued to the bank.

Opposite:  Copy of June 26, 1920, Comptroller of the
Currency letter on letterhead to the Secretary of the
Treasury talking about delays in sorting, etc, due to work-
load volumes.  
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National Bank Notes, as other controls afforded protection to the banks.  Woods
stated “No bank has ever been called upon to pay a single dollar although over-
redemptions have in fact taken place through erroneous over-issues and through
errors in redemption aggregates.”  

Here was explicit acknowledgment that errors occurred with the proper
sorting and identification of redeemed nationals.  It is not difficult to imagine how
the Treasury currency counters, expected to count over 7,000 dog-eared, punch-
cancelled, worn-out notes a day, could make occasional sorting errors and
misidentify notes.  The statements by Treasury officials and the overredemption
cases of the 60 banks shown in Table 1 are proof that errors did occur.

After 1914, the Bookkeeping Division had no formal check of redeemed
notes against issues by denomination, and only when a clerk caught an overre-
demption by chance, as with the Holland, Buena Vista, and other cases noted in
Table 1, were arbitrary adjustments made.  Even after assortment, clerks also
could make errors as they hurried to make thousands of ledger entries each day.

The normal fluidity of the circulation and redemption process made it
unlikely the national banks themselves would ever notice an overredemption, even
if they were receiving new notes because of erroneous redemptions from other
banks.  The bankers simply had no way of knowing the whereabouts of their notes
in circulation because they could not see what notes were in the process of
redemption, what notes were in-transit, or what notes were “on the street.”   

Woods noted in 1924 that individual banks would not be liable for
overredemptions.  That was made possible because the retirement fund for
national currency had accumulated millions in balances that would never be
touched because of the nationals permanently lost or destroyed that never would
be redeemed.  The retirement fund could easily absorb an occasional redemption
adjustment.

Impact on Current National Bank Note Rarity Information 

The overredemption research is conclusive:  the large- out-at-close and out-at-
close data for national banks is neither accurate nor precise, and should be ignored for pur-
poses of determining the rarity of a National Bank Note.  The Hickman-Oakes and Kelly
reference books accurately reflect the ledger totals, but those ledger totals themselves are
clearly erroneous.

Van Belkum used the recap totals from the Currency and Bond Ledgers
to develop those data.  His data do not disclose cases of overredemptions.

This article focused on cases where we can demonstrate overredemptions
in the large size issues.  However, the identical sorting and identification problems
occurred within the small size national issues.  While looking for large size
overredemptions, I found a January 10, 1934, redemption error where $420 in
redeemed Series 1929 notes for The Dale National Bank, Dale PA (charter
#12967), were entered against the ledger of The First National Bank of Kingsville
TX (charter #12968).  A clerk caught and noted the error, moving the redemption
to The Dale National Bank.

Difficulty in identifying worn and tattered small size notes for redemp-
tion was of sufficient concern that the Treasury developed the Type 2 small size
notes, using brown ink to print a second set of charter numbers on the notes.
They also succeeded in obtaining an amendment to the National Bank Act in
1933 that permitted them to charge the retirement fund for unidentified nation-
als.  The extent of the overredemption situation with small size notes is impossible
to determine because the small size era abruptly ended in 1935, and accounting by
bank totally ceased when the bonds were sold and the liability for the outstanding
notes became the responsibility of the Treasury.  

Do the overredemption findings impact the rarity of National Bank
Notes?   In fact, no.  Your nationals are just as rare, or common, as they were
before this discovery.   What this information does show, however, is that rarity
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1899 Comptroller of the Currency Ordering form for National Bank Notes.
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claims based on “large-out-at-close” are unreliable and should be ignored.  Rather
than use the large-out or total out-at-close to judge rarity, one should factor in the
current census data, the size and capitalization of the bank, the date that the bank
closed, overall number of notes issued, and whether or not the bank kept a stable
number of notes in circulation over the years.
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Gilbert, S. P. Jr., Undersecretary of the Treasury, Memorandum to D. R. Crissinger,
Comptroller of the Currency, May 25, 1922. Records of the Treasurer of the
United States, Record Group 56; National Archives and Records Administration,
Archives II, College Park, MD.  [Theft of $2,518 in Nationals During Calendar
1921, Advantages of Cutting Nationals in Half]

Gilbert, S. P. Jr., Undersecretary of the Treasury, Letter to All National Banks, June 14,
1922;  Records of the Bureau of the Public Debt, Record Group 53; National
Archives and Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD. [Timely
Payment to the 5 Per Cent Redemption Fund]

Houston, D. F., Secretary of the Treasury, Letter to John Skelton Williams, Comptroller
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of the Currency, February 16, 1921. Central Records of the Department of the
Treasury, Record Group 56; National Archives and Records Administration,
Archives II, College Park, MD.  [Annual Assortment Errors, Improving Process] 

Leffingwell, R. C., Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Letter to John Skelton Williams,
Comptroller of the Currency, June 22, 1920.  Records of the Bureau of the Public
Debt, Record Group 53; National Archives and Records Administration, Archives
II, College Park, MD.  [Expediting Redemption and Issue of National Currency
to Reduce Bank Complaints]

Schreiner, E. E., Chief, Redemption Division, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency,
Letter to D. R. Crissinger, Comptroller of the Currency, April 18, 1922;  Records
of the Treasurer of the United States, Record Group 56; National Archives and
Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD.  [Half Notes Slow
Work, Punch Cancels Make Note Identification Difficult, No Additional Safety
in Handling Half Notes]

Schreiner, E. E., Chief, Redemption Division, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency,
Letter to D. R. Crissinger, Comptroller of the Currency, May 16, 1922;  Records
of the Treasurer of the United States, Record Group 56; National Archives and
Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD.  [Cutting Notes in Half
Makes Redemption Difficult]

Williams, John Skelton, Comptroller of the Currency, Letter to R. C. Leffingwell,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, June 26, 1920.  Records of the Bureau of the
Public Debt, Record Group 53; National Archives and Records Administration,
Archives II, College Park, MD.  [Backlogs in Issue Division, Impact on Banks] 

White, Frank, Treasurer, Letter to All National Banks, September 1, 1921; Central
Records of the Department of the Treasury, Record Group 56;  National
Archives and Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD. [Timely
Payment to the 5 Per Cent Redemption Fund]

White, Frank, Treasurer, Letter to S. P. Gilbert Jr., Undersecretary of the Treasury,
September 20, 1921;  Central Records of the Department of the Treasury, Record
Group 56;  National Archives and Records Administration, Archives II, College
Park, MD.  [Federal Reserve Bank Sorting and Fitness Standards]

White, Frank, Treasurer, Office of the Treasurer of the United States, Letter to A. W.
Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury, November 1, 1921. Letter to All National
Banks, September 21, 1921; Records of the Bureau of the Public Debt, Record
Group 53; National Archives and Records Administration, Archives II, College
Park, MD.  [Sorting Changes, Cutting Redeemed Notes in Half]

White, Frank, Treasurer, Office of the Treasurer of the United States, Letter to S. P.
Gilbert, Undersecretary of the Treasury, February 7, 1922;  Central Records of
the Department of the Treasury, Record Group 56;  National Archives and
Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD. [Sorting and Fitness
Standards of Federal Reserve Banks]

Woods, Walter O., War Loan Auditor, Office of the Register of the Treasury,
Memorandum to Henry M. Dawes, Comptroller of the Currency, June 26, 1924;
Records of the Bureau of the Public Debt, Record Group 53; National Archives
and Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD. [Bookkeeping for
National Currency, 1911 Process Changes, Checks Lacking on Notes Issued vs.
Notes Redeemed]  

Woods, Walter O., War Loan Auditor, Office of the Register of the Treasury,
Memorandum to Garrard B. Winston, Undersecretary of the Treasury, May 7,
1925;   Records of the Bureau of the Public Debt, Record Group 53; National
Archives and Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD. [Review of
the Issue and Bookkeeping Divisions]

Woods, Walter O., War Loan Auditor, Office of the Register of the Treasury,
Memorandum to Garrard B. Winston, Undersecretary of the Treasury, July 17,
1925;   Records of the Bureau of the Public Debt, Record Group 53; National
Archives and Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD. [Review of
the National Bank Redemption Agency]

Woods, Walter O., Register of the Treasury, Memorandum to Mr. Bond, United States
Treasury, September 28, 1928.  Records of the Bureau of the Public Debt, Record
Group 53; National Archives and Records Administration, Archives II, College
Park, MD. [Redemption and Destruction, Banks Not Liable for Over-redemp-
tions]                                                                                                                          v
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